Waterproof Outdoor Fabric Paint Instructions
STOP

For Upholstery Fabric Paint, see front.

Read Before You Paint

Read these important instructions before using Waterproof Outdoor Fabric Paint.

B e fo r e yo u b eg i n

Carefully read these instructions in
their entirety and the instructions on
the can before spraying your project.
This paint is specialty paint. This Outdoor Paint provides thick
coverage and leaves a vinyl-like feel to the fabric.
For Upholstery Paint instructions, see the the front of
this pamphlet.

T E S T ING T H E PA IN T

Test the paint on a hidden area of
your project and let it dry for 72 hours
before spraying the entire project.
DO NOT OVER SHAKE THE CAN. If the paint adheres to
the hidden area and you are satisified with the results AFTER
is it fully dry, only then should you proceed to spray the rest
of the piece.

PA IN T ING YOUR P RO J E C T

DO NOT open multiple cans at once.
If there’s a problem, STOP opening cans and call us at
(401) 769-8800, 10:00 AM–5:30 PM, Monday–Friday.
We cannot reimburse for opened or used cans.

Lay your project on a flat surface and
cover areas you do not want paint on.
Use painter’s tape, plastic, and cardboard to adequately protect
any surfaces from overspray. This paint will not wash out.
To prevent drips, set up your project so that the surface being
painted is laying flat or is level.

Pull the can’s trigger back all the way.
This will create a wide, conical spray that’s easy to control and
apply. If you pump or pull the trigger partially, you will allow
the propellant to escape without paint. This wastes propellant
and will ultimately render the can useless.
Practice. At first the paint may shoot out. Do not be alarmed.
Keep full tension on the trigger until a cone spray appears.
Please note that young children often need help spraying.

PAINTING YOUR PROJECT, continued

Keep the can upright while spraying.

There is a tube attached to the spray mechanism (like a Windex
bottle). If the can sputters, tilt the can upright so that paint will be
in the tube. To avoid sputtering and wasting propellant, keep the
can upright as much as possible when spraying. Tilting your
project is okay but return it to its flat position to prevent drips.

To further prevent drips, start and stop spraying into a rag or
off the project.

It’s best to use the entire can in a
single application.
However, you may reuse the can if you clean the nozzle.

What if the can doesn’t spray?

DO NOT OVER SHAKE THE CAN. It is rare that you will have
a bad can. First, make sure the can’s top is on tight. If it is, tug
the trigger forward and push back gently to reset it.
If the problem persists, please call (401) 769-8800 before
opening any additional cans.

How to Clean for Storage
Turn the can upside down. Spray until it sprays clear. Rinse the
nozzle with water until it’s clean. Store the can upside down
with the nozzle submerged in water (e.g., in a plastic cup).
For Waterproof Outdoor Paint Project tips and techniques,
see the inside of this pamphlet.

10% OFF

YOUR ENTIRE PURCHASE

Coupon Code: FA BPA I N T
Use on FabricSprayPaint.com
to receive 10% off your next order.*
*Cannot be combined with other offers.

Share your project with us and get

20% OFF

YOU R N EXT PU RCH A SE *
Log in and submit your project at
FabricSprayPaint.com/Projects/Submit-Post
*One-time use per shared project. Cannot be combined with other offers.

Waterproof Outdoor Fabric Paint
Outdoor Paint Colors

B e fo r e yo u b eg i n

13.3 oz. Cans     $14.99

Test the paint FIRST.
be sure to do a COMPLETE TEST on

Colors available
in quantities of:

fabric. Let the paint dry completely

Single Cans
$14.99

IMPORTANT When painting furniture,
a hidden area that matches the surface
over three days, then check to make

3-Packs
$43.50

sure your paint adheres to the fabric
and that you’re satsified with results

6-Packs
$84.00

before starting your project.

Only open one can at a time. We are

12-Packs
$162.00

not responsible for the results of your

painting project and will not credit for
used cans or damaged furniture.

Olive
SPOP409

Hunter Green
SPOP403

Burgundy
SPOP406

Rust
SPOP402

Brown
SPOP408

Tan
SPOP413

Royal Blue
SPOP401

Charcoal
SPOP412

Black
SPOP400

PLEASE NOTE The color of these paint
products may vary from the colors printed
on this page.
Test the paint on a hidden area of your
project first to confirm you are satisfied
with the resulting color.

Two cans of Hunter Green Outdoor Fabric Paint gives a new look and
longer-lasting life to a patio umbrella.

Outdoor Fabric Painting Tips & Techniques
Restore, protect, and colorize outdoor
furniture fabrics with Simply Spray®
Waterproof Outdoor Fabric Paint.
Outdoor Fabric Paint is a waterproof,
non-toxic, non-flammable aerosol
paint for use on outdoor fabric items
that need to survive the rigors of
Fa br ic SprayPa i nt.com

weather. The paint is permanent, fastdrying, and safe to wash and dry (it is
recommended to wait 72 hours before
washing).

Outdoor Paint provides thick coverage
and leaves a vinyl-like feel to the fabric.
It is best suited for patio umbrellas,
marine canopies, bimini tops, and
awnings. We do not suggest this paint
for seat cushions that will be in the sun,
as the paint will be sticky on the skin
when it’s hot outside.
Always test the paint first. If you are
not completely satisfied with the result
of your paint test, call us to return
unopened cans.
Do not shake the can. This will cause
the paint to bubble.
Hold the can upright while spraying.

This paint can be used on both
absorbent AND non-absorbent surfaces,
unlike our Upholstery Paint.

To avoid drips make sure the surface
you are spraying is laying horizontal and
flat. Spray in light coats.
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